Social Conflict

By Claire Morelon

This article deals with the nature of social conflict during the war. The length of the conflict and growing food shortages on the home front strained relations between individuals and between social groups. Protests for more equal distribution occurred all over the world, and especially in cities: they expressed demands for recognition from the state of the sacrifices made by civilians in the war. In many countries, even victorious ones, the unrest did not stop after 1918 but continued afterwards as citizens felt more entitled to participate in decisions over their state’s fate.
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Introduction

While at the beginning of the war belligerent societies demonstrated social cohesion by being able to mobilize their populations, the last years were marked by growing social conflict. Civilians everywhere accepted sacrifices for the war effort up to a certain point, but felt increasingly entitled to make demands from the state. The length of the war weakened overall support. Social distinctions...
were sharpened by the experience of food shortages on the home front and material hardship provoked social movements and riots all over the world. Earlier historiography of social conflict focused on its revolutionary potential and the influence of the Bolshevik model on other countries. Since the 1990s, however, new approaches have broadened the scope of analysis to include different forms of street protests beyond strikes and actions in the labour movement. This new historiography has shown the political content of demands linked to economic conditions. This article offers an overview of the main characteristics of social conflict on a global scale. It does not provide a detailed description of individual events, but rather reflects on the similar features of social conflict during and immediately after the First World War in different locations: disruption of social relations, expectations of equal rewards for sacrifice, and the undermining of state legitimacy.

The Social Relations of Sacrifice

Across belligerent societies, as the war dragged on, ordinary families on the home front increasingly suffered from the growing number of military casualties and the scarcity of common goods. A language of sacrifice framed in moral terms characterized the discourse on the war among civilian populations. This community of sacrifice could solidify bonds among a nation but it also clearly excluded those who did not participate: the “shirkers” avoiding military service and the “profiteers” taking economic advantage of wartime suffering.[1] Variations of the “profiteer” (profiteur in French, Wucherer or Kriegsgewinner in German, narikin in Japanese) surface as a figure of hate in wartime popular discourse around the world. Jean-Louis Robert has shown that the image of the profiteer in English, French, and German caricatures was diametrically opposed to that of the soldier. The “profiteer” highlighted norms of unacceptable behaviour in wartime: this could range from the grocer who refused to sell his goods to the industrialists who made large profits.[2] The condition of acceptance of wartime hardship was its equal distribution among the population.

And yet the conflict’s economic consequences of increased inflation, falling living standards, and housing shortages meant that social distinctions acquired a heightened significance. Shortages of food and fuel concerned all the belligerents (and even neutral countries) to a certain degree but the situation was critical earlier and the penury more substantial in the Central Powers (including the Ottoman Empire) and in Russia than in France or Britain. The worsened material conditions sharpened old social divisions and created new ones. Everywhere it was easier for the rich to obtain food despite rationing, which fed resentment against the comparatively better-off. In England, the working-class felt disproportionately affected by unequal distribution and food queues in the winter of 1917 and 1918.[3] In other societies, the urban-rural antagonism acquired particular currency as farmers were accused of hoarding supplies and leaving city-dwellers to starve.[4] In Central and Eastern Europe, the discourse against profiteers often targeted Jews and turned into virulent antisemitism, for example in Warsaw.[5] The growing numbers of refugees in many cities of the hinterland also generated competition with local populations for dwindling food supplies and resentment against newcomers. As Maureen Healy has shown in the case of Vienna, access to
Food determined new social hierarchies. Middle-class people and employees on fixed incomes were particularly hit hard by the changing economic conditions. They experienced their struggles to obtain basic consumption goods as a loss of social status. All these divisions furthered social disintegration and created a climate where anger could find its expression in the streets.

Food Riots and Moral Economy

The long queues to obtain food, which had become a daily experience for many civilians, could easily turn to rioting if consumers were left empty-handed. Food or subsistence riots on a larger or smaller scale occurred in every belligerent country during the First World War and even in neutral states. More significant and violent riots took place in Russia as early as 1915, while Vienna and Berlin saw the first small protests during that year but more frequent and serious unrest from 1917 onwards. Violent movements erupted in many cities as far as New York, Melbourne, and Lisbon in response to increased food prices in 1917. The prevalence of food riots in the last two years of the war has led historians to borrow frameworks of interpretation from early modern historians, especially E. P. Thompson and his notion of “moral economy”. Thompson showed that rioters in 18th century England did not necessarily respond to a situation of objective penury but rather to a perceived unfairness in food distribution. Similarly, many of the food riots during the last two years of the conflict articulated a discourse about rights in wartime and what was expected in return for the population’s sacrifices. The notion that justice, rather than simply food, was at stake animated many of the riots. In Melbourne in 1917, the protestors chanted: “we want food and fair play”. This language was also visible in other forms of protests like the Glasgow rent strikes of 1915 against landlords raising rents while men were fighting. In a speech at the Glasgow Women’s Housing Association, a speaker explained that women were asking “not for money, not for charity, they were asking for justice”. Adam Seipp who compared social conflicts in Manchester and Munich interprets them as stemming from a “crisis of reciprocity”, where the state was perceived as failing in rewarding wartime sacrifice.

Wartime social movements took different forms, incorporating varying levels of violence and targeting either state institutions or shop owners. On the whole, less violent confrontations often correspond to contexts where the shortages were less severe: studies of Russian riots show violence against state agents earlier on while relatively peaceful negotiations on food issues prevailed in Britain, one of the best fed belligerent countries during the war. However, the nature of social conflict within a state was not monolithic and changed with the course of the war. A more detailed analysis of all these movements at the national scale is necessary to perceive the differences between regions and the evolution as the war progressed. Even within the same country, protests regularly displayed different strategies concomitantly. Japan in the summer of 1918, for example, experienced numerous rice riots, a series of mass demonstrations, which were unprecedented in the country. Incidents included nonviolent sit-ins, attacks on grain brokers and
merchants, destruction of rice, forcing price retailers to sell at a fair price, and urban mass rallies in cities like Nagoya attended by 40,000 to 50,000 people.\[14\] Many of the earlier demonstrations in individual countries or cities took the form of pleas to the relevant authorities. The more direct plunder of shops or violent attacks often occurred at a later stage in the development of the riot movement. Crowds sometimes moved from one locale to another to demonstrate, loot, or throw stones at shop windows, as Maureen Healy describes in the case of Vienna.\[15\]

Historians of gender have been pioneers in the study of these forms of 20\textsuperscript{th} century food riots, underlining their political dimension. Many of the participants of these riots were indeed women, who were often in charge of buying food for the whole household and could thus be more sensitive to consumers’ issues. Earlier historiography analysed these riots in terms of an emerging “female consciousness” for participants, as Temma Kaplan did for Barcelona.\[16\] Belinda Davis also argued that women gained political agency through food riots in Berlin and that their protests paved the way for the revolution at the end of the war.\[17\] This historiography interpreted 20\textsuperscript{th} century food riots as a specifically female form of action, arguing that the gendered division of labour meant that food had become primarily women’s responsibility while increased politicisation gave men other avenues to express grievances.\[18\] However, more recent studies tend to underline that the participants in these riots could be more mixed without fundamentally transforming their mode of operation. In occupied Belgium, for example, both men and women took part in food riots.\[19\] In Japan, women also did not usually take the role of crowd organizers. A more nuanced understanding of the role played by gender in First World War protests is thus required. Women might have been mostly in charge of food purchases in the pre-war period but the hunger crisis meant that food became an issue for men as well in the more extreme contexts of shortages (Central Powers, Russia, occupied territories). Even in England, where the situation was less dramatic, the war rather lessened the relevance of gendered language around consumer issues.\[20\] Antoon Vrints argues that the limits on regular political life in Belgium encouraged men’s participation in riots. This observation could be extended to many belligerent countries where governments imposed restrictions on political rights.

**Local Movements on a Global Scale**

There is hardly a European country that did not experience some form of food riot between 1917 and 1920 (even neutral countries such as the Netherlands, Spain, and Switzerland did); comparable protests also took place beyond the continent in Melbourne, New York, and Japan. The similarity across the globe of demands for better supply and fairer allocation is striking. The numerous food riots during the First World War have been mostly studied by historians as local phenomena in a particular city. Their chronology does not necessarily correspond to specific events or turning points on the battlefield or even revolutions abroad but rather respond to very local conditions (for example the sudden unavailability of a food product). Their dynamics are best understood through the prism of local concerns. Social conflict during the war was particularly prevalent in urban settings and in larger
cities as they were both more vulnerable to food shortages (and shortages of fuel and housing) and concentrated major seats of local or national power. Riots and strikes were also not uniformly present within the same country. In Italy, for example, protests concentrated in certain regions: in the north of the country (especially in Milan and Turin), in Tuscany, and in a few Southern regions.

Their recurrence in so many very different societies and on a massive scale challenges the notion that food riots were by the early 20th century an outdated form of social conflict, a remnant of preindustrial forms of collective action. Charles Tilly’s sociohistorical model, arguing that local protests had become less relevant with the strengthening of the central state and that new forms of collective action such as strikes had progressively replaced food riots from the mid-19th century, does not account for the significance (both in number and scope) of wartime riots. The nature of First World War unrest thus questions long-held assumptions about the evolution of social conflict in the modern era. Looking at this wave of individual protests and demonstrations together enables them to be seen as an inherent part of the developing relationship between state and society in wartime.

Traditional labour history has examined the strike wave of 1917-1918 relatively in isolation from other forms of protest and as the most significant event among them. However, strikes do not encompass the whole spectrum of social conflict at the time. Food riots and industrial action were often directly linked: strikes could be accompanied by demonstrations and turn to riots as they did in Turin in August 1917, one of the most violent insurrections in wartime (several deaths and hundreds of wounded in the repression). The unrest was directly rooted in bread shortages and demands for better supply. Food protests could also generate a strike movement as was the case in Petrograd in February 1917. In other major strikes of the period like the Austrian strikes of January 1918, falling living standards were the cause of the stoppages, which then led to mass demonstrations. The distinction between strikes as a men’s movement and subsistence riots as a women’s mode of action thus does not always reflect the blurry distinctions between the two in wartime, as the case of the midinettes strikes in Paris in 1917 shows.

Messages of war-weariness, and the growing dissatisfaction with a war without end were also present in many of these protests. The role played by anti-war messages in demonstrations depends on the region and the level of dissatisfaction with the state as well as the existence of pre-existing tensions in the society. In Britain, for example, where support for the war effort remained comparatively more consensual until the end, strikes stopped in April 1918 when the situation at the front looked dangerous. Conversely, opposition to the war surfaced earlier in protests against conscription, which sometimes had a social dimension. For example, the large rebellions in Central Asia in 1916 against military draft had more profound roots in structural economic and social imbalances. Similar anti-colonial revolts occurred on a smaller scale in Algeria in 1916.

Questions around recruitment and mobilization fuelled conflicts and tensions around the support for the war effort, as states drew on more and more human and material resources.
Historians have shown that the social conflict of the last two war years played an important role in understanding regime change in 1918. Food riots directed against state authorities expressed the clear expectation that the state would provide basic food supply while the inability to offer clear solutions undermined state legitimacy. It is important to underline the internal dynamics of these protests where progressive exhaustion of legal means of complaint provoked a gradual radicalization and a higher recourse to violence. In Germany, “self-help” became a motto at the end of the war and during the revolutionary phase. The impression of inefficient management from the authorities encouraged protesters to take matters into their own hands.[28] Even in countries where the regime did not collapse, the war generated a reconfiguration of the relationships between citizens and their state and a stronger entitlement to political participation. The consumer demonstrations in Paris in 1919 offered, for instance, an alternative model of consumer citizenship where working-class influence on the price of basic goods was considered key.[29]

Social Protest after the War

The immediate aftermath of the war did not end the cycle of street protests and in many countries the first post-war years saw a resurgence of social conflict. The continuity between wartime and post-war unrest is visible in the similarity of their aims and demands. Many of the wartime grievances were indeed not resolved after the official end of hostilities. The demobilization and return of soldiers brought new actors in the protests who felt they could make claims on a state for which they had fought. In East Central Europe and the Middle East, the armistice did not mark the conclusion of a cycle of violence, which spilled over into smaller conflicts.[30] Riots, strikes, and demonstrations marked the stabilization phases of virtually all the new regimes established after the fall of empires in Europe. In many places, the instability generated by the creation of new states created new aspirations for social justice and control of state institutions. Political agitation was further radicalized by the rise of violent right-wing movements, which exacerbated social conflict.[31] In Germany, the unrest of the last year of the war continued in 1919 and 1920.[32] Post-war social conflict also affected rural areas in the form of protests for land reform, especially in Italy and in East Central Europe. In Italy, the “biennio rosso” marked a new wave of strikes and demonstrations, especially in June 1919 against food shortages.[33] In France, 1919 appears as a major year for social conflict with massive strikes among metallurgy workers, and protests against high prices in Paris, Le Havre, Brest, and Rouen.[34] As Roberto Bianchi has shown, all these post-war movements did not just constitute a reactivation of old modes of protest or signal failed revolutions but were a genuinely unique moment of social mobilization that coincided with reformulations of the relationship between states and their citizens.[35]

1919 also represented a watershed moment for anti-colonial movements. The wave of unrest in the wake of the war expressed a galvanized nationalism and a reaction to the Paris Peace Treaties, though many of the revolts of 1919 also had a social component. In Egypt, the peasant revolts of
March 1919 were shaped by concerns around food supply and equal distribution of entitlements after years of wartime requisitions.[36] In India as well, social conflict played a role in the revolts of that year as the country attempted to redefine its relationship to the central state.[37]

Conclusion

The numerous riots, strikes, demonstrations, and revolts from 1917 to 1920 correspond in many countries to one of the peaks in popular mobilization during the 20th century. These movements all have their particular causes in local settings but the war created everywhere the conditions for renewed social conflict. The food shortages that were present in every society at various degrees of severity conditioned new social relations while direct or indirect participation in the war generated new expectations for the fulfilment of social demands. Citizens’ relationship to their state, which was already changing by the early 20th century, was at the heart of many of these protests. The global movement of revolutionary upheavals in the wake of the conflict thus integrated many of the internal conflicts born from the strains imposed on societies at war.
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